Unique Concepts
in Gold, Diamond & Platinum

sparkle
to life

Adding

Over four and a half decades of building customer
trust by providing the widest selections of jewellery
and personalized customer service while strictly
conforming to purity in all the products
we offer have made Josco India’s
favourite jewellery brand.

Purity Guaranteed
All 22K gold jewellery at Josco Jewellers carries
the government approved 916 BIS Hallmarking.
The mark is your guarantee that the jewellery
conforms to all purity standards and will bring the
highest resale value anywhere in the world.
Gold directly imported from foreign countries
is crafted into masterpieces at Josco’s own
manufacturing unit ensuring 100% purity.

Bridal Jewel Store
Gold and diamond wedding designs
combining purity, prosperity and variety to
embellish the bride…
Thousands of bridal designs that signify
the dreams, passions and desires of the bride …
The widest range of Wedding sets
to match any budget…
Josco joins you to share the bliss of
that long awaited moment…

Choose from a wide array of
traditional and modern
wedding collections, unique Indian
jewellery collections, traditional
Kerala designs and matchless
diamond bridal sets.
Benefit from special wedding
jewellery packages and make
the most of lower gold prices through
advance booking schemes.

Ethnic Jewellery
An exquisite range of Ethnic collections
expressing the diverse cultures of
India - Chettinadu, antique and temple
jewellery.
Studded with precious and
semi-precious stones, each piece
is sheer poetry in gold.
Also an exclusive collection of
ethnic designs from other countries.

Any Time Wear

Ceremonial
Collections
Every ceremony is a memorable event
and Josco strikes a difference for every
ceremony with an extensive array of
enticing jewellery designs to brighten
these precious moments with your loved
ones.
Josco conquers the heart of every woman
who longs for variety with its infinite range
of finest jewellery designs as distinct as
each celebration.

Designs meant to satisfy young hearts!
Josco gold and diamond light weight casual
and party wear collections harmoniously blend
youthful aspirations, dreams and trends.
The signature style of these light weight,
new generation ornaments is their simplicity
in appearance.
Explore the mind blowing mix and match collections
in foreign imported light weight jewellery,
party wear ornaments and exclusive
diamond jewellery!

Handcrafted
Jewellery
Jewellery born out of the excellent
craftsmanship of generations of artisans
from places like Bombay and Bengal …

Diamond Boutique
Introducing a grand world of
certified diamond jewellery and
uncut diamond jewellery designs
from across the world to add
brilliance and purity to your special
occasions.
Now cherish those moments with the
matchless sparkle of Josco Diamonds!

Treasures for a lifetime simple and elegant Belgium cut bridal
designs, solitaire collections and
lightweight diamond jewellery studded
with certified diamonds of the highest
grade. Every piece from the Josco
diamond collection is certified for its
quality and grade ensuring complete
peace of mind for you.
There is also a range of Indian jewellery
studded uncut diamonds in our
Angana collection and a selection of
Rose & Boss wedding bands.
SGL

Solitaire Gemological Laboratories

Timeless
Platinum Jewellery

Awards & Recognitions
East Fort,
Thiruvananthapuram

Pazhavangadi,
Thiruvananthapuram

Pattom,
Thiruvananthapuram

Nedumangadu,
Thiruvananthapuram
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Thiruvalla

Rajiv Gandhi Complex,
Kottayam
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Kochi
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Thrissur
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Thrissur
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Palakkad
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Palakkad

Cross Cut Road, Gandhipuram,
Coimbatore

Jayanagar,
Bengaluru

Words may not be sufficient
when you need to express your love.
Platinum gives an eloquent expression
to your eternal love.
Platinum engagement rings, necklaces,
chains, pendants … and a lot more to
manifest the language of heart!!

Watches, Sunglasses
and Pens
Josco presents a perfect mix of classic and
modern stuff from all over the world.
Josco’s expansive store of watches, sunglasses
and pens include major international brands.

The milestones Josco has crossed at every stage of
its progression also add to its unique position
in the gold and diamond jewellery industry.
Each recognition stands as testimony to the unflinching
trust endowed by Josco’s millions of satisfied customers
and the spotless transparency it always keeps.
• Kerala Gem & Jewellery Show Award for the Highest
Tax Paying Jewellery Group (Promoted by Govt. of Kerala)
• Emerging Kerala award by D C Media for
“The Most Influential Brand of Kerala-2013”
• The India Today Award for Business
Wizard Kerala – 2011
• Times of India’s “Excellence in Business The Most Consumer-friendly & Enduring
Jewellery Brand” Award.
• JCI’s “Best Consumer-friendly & Quality Oriented
Establishment” Award.
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